
T O G E T H E R  A T  H O M E
JOHN 7:25-44

Discipling with Family & Friends

1. What are some wrong assumptions that lead people astray? What is

    a wrong assumption you made & how did it impact you? 

          • Talk to your children about what an assumption is & why it

             can lead to trouble.  

2. How did the wrong assumptions by those in John 7 lead to a wrong

    conclusion?

3. Do people still have the question, “Is Jesus the Christ?” What a

    sumptions are made by those who do not believe in Jesus? 

4. Jesus didn’t answer the question of where He came from, 

    although He could have. Instead He focused on Whom He came

    from. Why do you think this was? 

          • Are you focusing more on relationship with Jesus or facts 

             about Jesus when it comes to discipling your child?

5. Why do you think Jesus used the picture of a stream of living water

    coming from those who believe in Him?                                                                                   

          • If you get the chance you can point out a stream to your 

             kids & make reference to the promise of Jesus that those 

             who believe in Him will have streams of living water flowing 

             out of them.
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Reflection Moment

What wrong ASSUMPTION have you made that led you ASTRAY?

 

Be Aware

Wrong ASSUMPTIONS will lead to a wrong CONCLUSION. John 7:25-44

Setting the Record Straight

  • Jesus was born in BETHLEHEM. Luke 2:4-7, Micah 5:2

  • Jesus emphasized from WHOM rather from WHERE. Jesus 

      emphasized the importance of relationship.

 

Insight

UNBELIEF renders one UNABLE to UNDERSTAND. 

 

Big Question

Is Jesus the CHRIST? 

    • The name Jesus means Yahweh SAVES. 

    • The title Christ means ANOINTED one, one who REDEEMS. 

Big Invitation

Whoever comes to Jesus & believes in Him, STREAMS of LIVING WATER 

will flow from within him or her.


